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Abstract 

In this work, it is shown that during synthesis and heating of PbSe 

compound, every doping of Ga into this compound makes it active donor. 

From this investigation, it is observed that experimental results and 

theoretical results for Seebek constant are quite agreed each other. 

Electrical properties of PbSe are investigated in this experimental study in 

detail. 

1. Introduction 

The interest in PbSe materials was further stimulated by the experimental 

evidence [1] confirming theoretical predictions [2] regarding the possibility of a 

significant enhancement in the thermoelectric figure. The most radical changes in the 

thin film properties can be expected for films with thicknesses comparable with 

oxidized layer thickness. On the oxidation of IV-VI compound semiconductors were 
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obtained for relatively thick ( )m10-0.1 µ=d  films at various oxygen pressures, 

temperatures, and times of annealing [3]. It was shown that the oxidation of the films 

in air at K300  leads to a sign inversion of the carrier type from n-type to p-type in 

films with nm125≤d  and nm110≤d  for PbTe and PbS, respectively. The 

observed d dependences were interpreted in terms of compensating acceptor states 

created by the absorption of oxygen on the film surface [3]. 

2. Analyses of Theoretical Results 

During the doping into thin films processes the KCl substrate is used. For 

synthesis of the p-type PbSe with m0.7µ  thickness discrete evaporation method was 

used. As block type, mono crystal forms are oriented in [111] direction to 

perpendicular to the substrate. The thicknesses of the perpendicular oriented blocks 

were m.0.3-0.1 µ  Broads of the blocks were perpendicular to planes of the levels. 

At temperature of C300°  and helium atmosphere heating process was applied for 20 

minutes, then all the films became hall conductivity with concentration of 

318cm102.41.7 −×−  and Seebeck constant as .grad260-230 µ  Placing of Ga ions 

was made at energy of keV90  by horizontal transport method. Such atmosphere 

makes it possible to radiate light with c1.2 µ  pulses all the surfaces of the films. With 

the recurrence frequency Hz50  the density of the ion current was obtained as 

.cmA1.7 2µ  Even if films have not good heat contact, they can warm up by 

radiating process, but their temperature cannot reach over C.200°  To get rid of the 

radiation defects of the films, at atmosphere of the helium at temperature of C,200°  

the films should be hold for 20 minutes. For PbTe film it was observed that radiation 

defects concentration was getting to very small limit values. 

In Figure 1, the distributions of the concentrations of ( ),GanGa x  versus the 

depth of the films are shown. For example amounts of the doping depending on the 

depth; 2
1 cmC40 µ=D  (curve 1) and 2

2 cmC10 µ=D  (curve 3) are similar. 

Dept dependency concentration ( )xnGa  were obtained by ion2
+O  bombardment with 

energy of keV5.5  and measured by mass spectrometer. The vertical axe in Figure 1 

shows the concentration of Ga and means that GaN  per unit area. In the other side 

curve 2 in this figure shows theoretic data obtained by other study [4, 5] for 
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.cmC40 2µ=D  Comparing the curves in Figure 1 it can be seen that obvious 

differences between doping and following heat treatment processes. Thus we can say 

that cause of the distribution of ( )xnGa  is the diffusion or radiation diffusion 

followed the heat treatment process. Experimental values of ( )xnGa  are agree with 

results of references [6] and [7]. In the other side, the distribution deviations can be 

attributed to non-homogeneous structure of the film or border diffusion between 

blocks. 

The doping process obviously affects the physical parameters of the film. Large 

change occurs at the value of 2cmC40 µ  charge concentration, and changes occur 

in the sign µ  of Hall constant and Seebeck constant. At the value of ,cmC10 2µ  

the signs of α  and R but absolute values of them increase (see Table 1). These 

results show that doping materials can affect as donor, where R and α  belong to 

radiate state, 0R  and 0α  belong to non-radiate state. If we make proportion acceptor 

concentrations R and α  to GaN  ions in non-radiated films ( ),An  we can say that 

n-p  junction takes place in all radiated films. 

We can assume the radiated films as three level structures. Notations of the level 

widths: for n-type ,1d  for charge distribution level along diagonal to radiated surface 

,2d  for p-type start from border of n-p  junction and for n-p  junction length 

21 -- ddd  is the same as diffusion length of n-p  junction ( ).0x  This diffusion 

term can be found from following equation 

 ( ) ,0Ga Anxn =β  (1) 

where β  is the electron activity of Ga, means that the electron number given by each 

atom of Ga element. According to this statement the data given in Figure 1 are 

calculated by following equation 

 ( ).Ga0 anNfx β=  (2) 

The number of Ga atoms per unit area are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The width 

of the volume charge level 2d  is practically constant ( )m15.0 µ≈  and in the range 

of m45.005.0 0 µ<< x  an alteration occurs at the value of .Ga AnN β  
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3. Conclusions 

To calculate the Hall constant the following points must be considered 

1. At the border of n-p  junction alteration of the sign of R must be considered 

that electrical conductivity tensor components in diagonal and non-diagonal 

directions are theoretically small. 

2. Since mobility of electrons and holes [5, 6] in composition of PbSe are 

almost the same, calculations show that mobility does not depend on the 

coordinates. 

3. We do not consider the contributions of non fundamental charge carriers in 

level 1 and level 3 .The Hall coefficients ratio is given by following equation 
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where GaGa NN ′′+′  is the number of Ga atoms in level 1 and level 3. 

From calculations result of this equation, obtained ( )xnGa  distribution values 

are shown in Figure 2 with curve 2, for .m7.0 µ=d  Again in this figure for 1=β  

the values of 0RR  are given. Without considering of approximates, if we take 

1=β  we can obtain the same results from experiments and theoretical calculations. 

At the same time the Seebek constants obtained in two ways are almost the same. 

Accepted approximation for calculation of Seebek constant is as following 

statement. 
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where ( ) ( ) GaGa ; nnxpnnx AA −=−=  and the others ( )pa and ( )na  are given 

references [8, 9]. Thus we can say that in the composition of PbSe each doping 

makes Ga atom an active donor. 
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Figure 1. In PbSe thin film 2t  the distribution (D) of the Ga atoms depending on 

thickness of the film. D, is as :cmC 2µ  Curves 1-40; 3 and 4-10; where curves 1 

and 3 are after heat treatment, curve 2 is theoretical distribution for Ga, and curve 4 

is obtained until heat treatment. 

 

Figure 2. Penetration depth of n-p  junction (1), and the distribution of Hall 

coefficient in PbSe (2). 

Table 1. Experimental and theoretical results for donor and acceptor concentrations 

depending on radiation and non radiation 

3cm180-p.10 −

 

Dose 2
µC/cm  Experimental Calculated value 1=β  

  
0RR  0αα  0RR  0αα  

1.7 10 1.9 1.3 1.5 1.4 

2.3 10 1.35 1.25 1.4 1.3 

2.3 40 –0.29 –0.5 –0.31 –0.4 

2.4 40 –0.24 –0.15  –0.29 –0.2 
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